
Quickly and efficiently set up and define

your workspace anywhere
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Even before the pandemic, 

the working world was in 

constant change.

As we emerge from this seismic

shift, where you work is becoming

irrelevant. How you work,
productivity, and outputs are

becoming the focus. It is more

and more important to be able
to quickly and efficiently get

up and running wherever you

are. On your kitchen table, at a
shared desk, in a coffee shop.

Hotbox has cleverly designed

products that allow you to define

your workspace anywhere. We
create products for a wide range

of workplaces from large office

setups to lone business nomads.

It’s time to shift your focus from 

the wider workplace and

concentrate on the workspace 
right in front of you.

Workspace
Not workplace

“It’s time to shift your focus from the

wider workplace and concentrate on

the workspace right in front of you.”

Left, Hotbox Pro - Above, Hotbox 1
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Our original products were designed

with the office in mind. Tough, lockable,

and highly organised.

Now more than ever there is a need

to be agile in the modern workplace.

Hotbox products give you the freedom
to make the best of the spaces 

available and easily work anytime, 

anyplace, anywhere.

Our new soft products allow you to

quickly adapt and set up your office on

the move, anywhere.

Hotbox isn’t just a carry product; it

quickly and efficiently allows you to

define your workspace anywhere.

All products are designed to have clever

compartment spaces for everything you

could need to allow you to get set up
and be working in no time at all.

Your  work space

in the office

Your  work space

on the go

Hotbox 1, Grey Hotbox Shuttle, Grey
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Hotbox 1
Your toolbox space

The spacious Hotbox 1 is the perfect portable
storage companion. It makes organisation
easy wherever you are, allowing you to be
ready for business quickly and efficiently.

Workspace in the office
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HOTBOX 1

Your toolbox space

Workspace in the office

Design insights

• Large rear compartment for notebooks, tablets,

or personal items

• 3 separate front compartments for your coffee

cup, pens, sticky notes and snacks

• Soft grip handle for your comfort and strong grip

Materials

Hotbox 1 is made from polypropylene. The eco-

friendly grey Hotbox 1 is made from recycled
polypropylene. All are recyclable at the end of use.

Packaging

The packaging for Hotbox 1 is smart and eco-

friendly, transforming into a locker organiser to
park your Hotbox 1 neatly and securely in your

locker. Stow your personal things away when you

need to and simply pick up where you left off
when it’s time to start working again.

Colours

The eco-friendly grey Hotbox 1 is

made from recycled polypropylene
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Everyone has a
favourite colour
so we were keen

to offer a range
that has a colour
to suit all.

Rachel Forster, Designer
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Hotbox 2
Your personalised space

The Hotbox 2 is fully geared up for office
life. It fits neatly into lockers, is designed for
stress-free organisation and comes with a
host of personalisation options.

Workspace in the office
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Design insights

• Centre divider can be used to make notes using

a dry wipe pen or stick sticky notes on

• Large rear compartment for laptop, files, 

and notebooks

• Soft grip handle for your comfort and strong grip

• Keep your device in sight with the clip-on stand

• Constant organisation with 2x pen pots

Materials

Hotbox 2 is made from polypropylene. The grey

eco-friendly Hotbox 2 is made from recycled
polypropylene. Both are recyclable at the end of use.

Accessorise

Hotbox 2 is available with a choice of

interchangeable fabric covers in a selection of
vibrant colours. See the next page for more info.

Colours

Workspace in the office

HOTBOX 2

Your personalised space

The eco-friendly grey Hotbox 2 is

made from recycled polypropylene
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It’s your workspace and Hotbox 2 allows you to tailor that space
to suit you. Choose from a full range of covers, accessories and
even our custom embroidered logo covers.

Keyboard HolderShoulder strap

UNY05UNY10

Hotbox 2

Personalisation

The Sonos cover
offers a wide range
of colours and the

fibre felted finish
gives the warm
feel of wool.

Alternative sizesEmbroidered logo covers

Rachel Forster, Designer
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It’s time to shift
our focus from the

wider workplace and

concentrate on the
workspace right in

front of us.
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Hotbox 4
Your adaptable space

The Hotbox 4 is our most adaptable desk storage
yet. It raises the bar on lightweight organisation
and it’s highly considered ergonomic design
makes working anywhere easy.

Workspace in the office
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Design insights

• Handle converts into a laptop riser with 

2 height options

• Large rear compartment for laptop and keyboard

• Constant organisation and flexibility with 

1x pen pot

• Soft grip handle for your comfort and strong grip

• Internal organisation with divider fins

Packaging

The packaging for Hotbox 4 is smart and eco-

friendly, transforming into a locker organiser to
park your Hotbox 4 neatly and securely in your

locker. Stow your personal things away when you

need to and simply pick up where you left off
when it’s time to start working again.

Materials

Hotbox 4 is available in 4 colours and is made from

recycled PS/PP from the Lyondellbassel Circulen
recover program.

Colours

Workspace in the office

HOTBOX 4

Your adaptable space
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Workspace in the office

HOTBOX 4

Your adaptable space

The Hotbox 4 is designed with flexibility in mind.
The interchangeable dividers and utility pot, allow
for multiple set ups, and the four pastel colour-ways
allow you to personalise your workspace.
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HOTBOX 4

Your adaptable space

Workspace in the office

Recovering plastic waste from the environment
(both pre and post-consumer waste),
CirculenRecover polymers are made from
a mechanical recycling process to produce
recycled resins. By processing the plastic waste
through the shortest recycling loop, a lower
carbon footprint can be achieved.

The key drivers for all our products are; great design, functionality
and sustainability. The Hotbox 4 combines these principles perfectly
and incorporate next generation production materials.

The objective of EuCertPlast is encouraging
environmentally friendly plastics recycling 
process by standardising it.

Hotbox is part of this scheme that focuses on
traceability of plastic materials (throughout the
entire recycling process and supply chain), and on
the quality of recycled content in the end-product.
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Hotbox O
Your lockable space

Think of this as your portable filing cabinet.
The locking capabilities make it the
perfect solution to provide extra security
and reassurance for that confidential
information.

Workspace in the office
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Design insights

• Two handles for safe and easy movability: top

handle for carrying and side handle for removing
from your locker

• Flexible hanging system allows you to hang A4 files

• Unique lid design allows the lid to retract out of sight

• Personal buddy to hold your on-desk work tools

• Combination lock for extra security

Materials

Hotbox Origin is made from polypropylene and

has an aluminium inner lining.

Accessorise

Use the Hotbox Origin Desk Clamp to hang it from

a desk or the dining room or kitchen table. 
(Sold separately)

Colours

Workspace in the office

HOTBOX O

Your lockable space
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Alex hotdesking.

Khalia at the office,

Jay in the coffee shop,

Rachel           at home,

Hotbox products allow

anyone to quickly and

efficiently set up and

define their workspace

anywhere.
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Tech Pouch

For your cables and chargers

Workspace anywhere

Design insights

Spacious and stylish, the Tech Pouch is 

tailormade to stop you getting in a twist
as you power up.

Materials

Made from sustainable materials, and ready

to be recycled.

Accessorise

A handy add-on for both our out-of-office

bags and our in-office products.

Colours

No one likes getting in a tangle when trying
to set up their workspace and plug everything
in. Hotbox’s Tech Pouch takes the pain out of
wrangling your cables and chargers, keeping
everything tidy and together, and saving you
time setting and packing up.
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Design insights

Rugged and soft, the padded lining will keep

screens and delicate components free from
knocks and scrapes.

Materials

Made from sustainable materials, and ready

to be recycled.

Accessorise

A handy add-on for both our out-of-office

bags and our in-office products.

Colours

Tech Folio

For your small devices

Workspace anywhere

It’s not just laptops and tablets that need taking
care of in the agile workplace. Small tech items
need a place they can call their own too. So if
you want to keep your Smartphone, ear buds or
other petite and easily-lost electricals snug and
safe, our Tech Folio is just the thing.



The Hotbox Flow is neat on
the outside but expansive on
the inside. The unique opening
and organised interior ensure
everything is easy to access at
a moment’s notice.

Workspace on the go

Flow
Your portable space
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Flow
Your portable space

Workspace on the go

Materials

Hotbox Flow comes in an attractive,

casual design with a recycled
polyester interior and a bluesign 

approved exterior fabric that

proves it’s manufactured in a safe,
sustainable environment.

®

Accessorise

Make Flow even more practical by

adding a Tech Folio to keep your small
tech items together and a Tech Pouch

to keep your cables and chargers neat

and tidy and ready to go. 
(Sold separately)

Colours

Design insights

• Concealed easy access front

pocket with key clip

• Padded rear pocket to keep your

laptop snug and easy access for

hassle free airport checks

• Fold down front section with

pockets to stash pens, cables, 

and other items

• Multiple internal pockets to

optimise organisation and store

larger items

• External side pocket to stash your

umbrella or bottle
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Shuttle
Your agile space

This casual yet professional
looking backpack is versatile
enough to hold your personal
and work items in a cleverly
designed layout, allowing you
to be ready wherever the day
takes you.

Workspace on the go
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Design insights

• Multiple compartments to

optimise organisation

• Expandable design with quick

side access to your daily essentials

• Easy access laptop compartment

for quick and hassle free airport

checks

• Expandable side pocket to carry a

water bottle

• Magnetic front pocket with key clip

• Shuttle comes with a Hotbox Tech

Pouch and Tech Folio to help you

keep pens, cables and connectors
organised and other items like

power packs securely in place.

Shuttle
Your agile space

Materials

The Shuttle comes in an attractive,

casual design with a recycled
polyester interior and a bluesign  

approved exterior polyester fabric

that proves it’s manufactured in a
safe, sustainable environment.

®

Colours

Workspace on the go
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This slim urban bag is
lightweight and protective.
It’s designed with a padded
interior and a weatherproof
finish to keep your work gear
organised and safe.

Workspace on the go

Hotbox 3 Pro
Your nomadic space
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Hotbox 3 Pro
Your nomadic space

Materials

Hotbox 3 Pro is made with a recycled

polyester interior and a bluesign 
approved exterior polyester fabric

that proves it’s manufactured in

a safe, sustainable environment.

®

Colours

Design insights

• Soft grip central handle and

shoulder strap

• Large front opening folds down

for clear and easy access

• Large padded rear 

compartment holds laptop, 

A4 notebook and paper

• Range of internal pockets and

dividers for extra organisation

• Lightweight making it easy to

carry and stow away

Workspace on the go
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We’re the ultimate
work partner and
create products
that help people
thrive in the
modern workplace.

Jamie Rothwell, Founder

Hotbox is a global favourite and is used and championed
by a huge range of well know businesses worldwide.

Hotbox 1
Height

Width
Depth

Weight

190mm / 7.5”
312mm / 12.3”

182mm / 7.2”
0.91Kg / 2.00Lbs

Hotbox 2

Height 311mm / 12.2”
435mm / 17.1”

120mm / 4.72”
1.6 Kg / 3.8 Lbs

Width
Depth

Weight

Tech pouch

Height 190mm / 7.48”
270mm / 10.62”

80mm / 3.14”
Width

Depth

Hotbox 4

Height 308mm / 12.2”
398mm / 15.6”

179mm / 7”
1.2 Kg / 2.6 Lbs

Width
Depth

Weight

Tech Folio

Height 190mm / 7.48”
270mm / 10.62”

30mm / 1.81”
Width

Depth

Hotbox O
Height 270mm / 10.6”

385mm / 15.2”

250mm / 9.84”
3.2 Kg / 7.1 Lbs

Width
Depth

Weight

Workspace in the office
Workspace
anywhere

Flow
Height

Width
Depth

Weight

300mm / 11.8”
450mm / 17.7”

140mm / 5.5”
0.83 Kg / 1.12 Lbs

Shuttle

Height 410mm / 16.14”
320mm / 12.59”

170mm / 6.69”
0.7 Kg / 1.5 Lbs

Width
Depth

Weight

Hotbox 3 Pro

Height 290mm / 11.4”
415mm / 16.3”

145mm / 5.7”
0.85 Kg / 1.89 Lbs

Width

Depth
Weight

Workspace on the go



With business sectors and
distribution on a global scale,
we are passionate about selling
our products in the fast-
growing agile-working world.

To find out more head to the
website, drop us an email or give us a call:

W:  www.ossgb.com

E:  info@ossgb.com

T:  020 3476 5664


